Cat Deck the Halls: A Joe Grey Mystery

The cats who saved Christmas . . .The charming seaside village of Molena Point, California,
leads one to expect a quiet traditional Christmas surrounded by family and friendsâ€”but not
this holiday season. Instead of singing carols and climbing into Christmas trees, Joe Grey,
feline P.I., is faced with his most difficult case yetâ€”and thats saying a lot for a wily tomcat
who for years has been solving crimes the police cant even crack. At midnight in the deserted
gardens of the shopping plaza, a stranger lies dead beneath the village Christmas tree; the only
witness to the shooting is a little child. But when the police arrive, summoned by an
anonymous phone call of feline origin, both the body and the child have disappeared. As
police scramble for leads, the grey tomcat, his tabby lady, and their tortoiseshell pal, Kit,
launch their own unique investigation. Together Joe Grey, Dulcie, and Kit face their most
heartbreaking case yet as they care for the child who may be the killers next target. Trying to
sort out perplexing clues amidst the happiness of the season, they shadow a cast of colorful
characters. But neither the police nor their unknown feline assistants are aware that they might
have stumbled over the murderer and never known it, until an electrifying final scene when the
killers identity is revealed.For years Shirley Rousseau Murphy has written tales that have
delighted readers and critics alike. With her lyrical prose and fast-paced plotting, Murphy has
created another delightfully absorbing trip to a magical place populated by unforgettable
characters whom readers have come to think of as friends.
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Editorial Reviews. Review. â€œsavor the finely crafted suspense set against the backdrop of
holiday feasts and festivities â€• About the Author. Shirley Rousseau .
Cat Deck the Halls has ratings and 58 reviews. Emily said: I love this cozy mystery series
because the cats are the ones who are instrumental in solv. Just in time for Christmas, Murphy
brings in feline sleuth Joe Grey to celebrate the season and try to rescue a frightened child in
her 14th. Cat deck the halls: a Joe Grey mystery (Book). Book Cover Cameron Village
Regional - Mystery. MURPHY. Holly Springs Community - Mystery. MURPHY. Cat Deck
the Halls: A Joe Grey Mystery - Ebook written by Shirley Rousseau Murphy. Read this book
using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS. Cat deck the halls: a joe grey
mystery. by Shirley Rousseau Murphy. Our price: $Unavailable. *Can be quoted for a special
order. Contact us to place your.
Cat Deck the Halls audiobook, by Shirley Rousseau Murphy In the thirteenth installment of
the award-winning Joe Grey mysteries, everyone's favorite feline PI .
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First time look top ebook like Cat Deck the Halls: A Joe Grey Mystery ebook. dont for sure,
we dont put any dollar to open the file of book. If you like a ebook, you mustby the way, I
only upload this ebook only to personal own, do not share to others.we are not place the ebook
at hour site, all of file of ebook at franklify.com uploadeded at 3rd party blog. If you download
this pdf this time, you will be get the pdf, because, I dont know when this file can be available
at franklify.com. Take the time to learn how to download, and you will found Cat Deck the
Halls: A Joe Grey Mystery at franklify.com!
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